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Abstract
In this work, we develop novel backup system,
PRUN, for massive scale data storage. PRUN aims at
improving the backup latency and storage overhead of
backup via effectively eliminating information
redundancy in the files. PRUN eliminates intra-file and
inter-file information redundancy. PRUN consists of
client module and server module. PRUN consists of
three key technical ingredients: redundancy detection,
fingerprint manager, and chunk manager. File
chunking for redundancy detection is the most time
consuming task in backup. For efficient file chunking,
we develop incremental modulo-K algorithm which
enables us to improve the file chunking time
significantly. We perform various experiment to
measure the overhead of each tasks in backup
operation and to examine the efficiency of redundancy
elimination. Incremental modulo-K reduces the file
chunking latency by approximately 60%. Redundancy
elimination scheme can reduce the storage
requirement of backup by 80% when we backup
different minor versions of Linux 2.6 kernel source.

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Due to the advancement of storage technology,
input/out device technology and computer technology,
larger fraction of data is now being maintained in
digitized form. The amount of digitized data increases
by factor of 10 in every three years. The type of data
ranges from business data, e.g. medical record,
financial record, and legal data to personal one(homemade video, phone books and etc.). Most of these data
cannot afford to be got lost due to its financial, legal or

sentimental value. Recent rapid advancement in
video/image compression technology, network
technology and computer technology enables the
public deployment of internet based TV broadcasting
service. It includes the service through wired(IPTV[1])
as well as wireless(DMB[2]) network. Also, recent
wave of web 2.0 technology makes the content creation
extremely easy and further accelerates the content
creation speed. Taking a video with mobile phone and
to upload it to UCC web site is now a part of our
everyday life in all age spectrum. What all lies in this
mega trend are that larger and larger fraction of
information is being maintained in the digitized form.
In this work, we develop state of art backup
framework which effectively exploits the inter-file and
intra-file information redundancy. We aim at reducing
the time and space requirement of backup operation via
effectively eliminating the information redundancy.
The contribution of this work is three folds. First, we
develop efficient file chunking algorithm and signature
generation algorithm. Second, we develop efficient
chunk synchronization mechanism between backup
server and backup client. Via maintaining fingerprint
information in both client and server we minimize the
amount of backup data transferred between the backup
client and the backup server. Third, we develop data
efficient structure for backup and restore process.

1.2. Related Works
A variety of researches to improve functions have
been conducted as the importance of backup is
increasing[3]. The previous research has focused on
improving the function of the equipment[4, 5] to
perform backup and developing a new Storage
Management Technique. However, a new technique to
reduce waste of Network Bandwidth and Storage has

become necessary according to increasing backup data.
The research to reduce Network Bandwidth has been
performed in the field of Archival Storage[6] and
Network File System like AFS[7], Leases[8] and
NFS[9] from the past.
There have been a number of efforts to eliminate
redundancy in file system, backup system and archival
system. Venti[10] and Single Instance Store[11] are
archival system to eliminate redundancy data. They use
fixed size chunk in partitioning a file. Elephant File
System[12] manages version of each file through
redundancy check. SAN File System[13] is a file
system to share the duplicate content among files.
LBFS[14] and Pastiche[15] adopt Variable Sized
Chunking in partitioning the file into chunks.
Generating a signature for a file is important topics in
file system content management[16], similarity
detection and copy protection[17-19].
Rabin’s fingerprint algorithm[20] is the most widely
used algorithm for this purpose. Objective of these files
systems are to reduce the storage overhead. A number
of distributed file system attempts to reduce the remote
I/O overhead via synchronizing cache contents
between the server and the client[21]. During the past
few years, a number of de-duplication based software
has been introduced. They are for email[22], web
document[23] or generic file system[24].

Figure 1. Topology of Client and Server

Figure 2. Layout of PRUN Modules

2. PRUN System Organization
Two main ingredients of PRUN are the components

for generating backup and the components for restoring
original file. PRUN is designed for distributed
environment where backups are located at remote site.
We use the term client and server of backup to denote
the location of original data to be backed up and the
location of backup files, respectively. Fig. 1 illustrates
the topology of client and server.
There are four modules in the client side: chunking
module, fingerprint generator, fingerprint manager,
backup generator. Chunking module partitions a file
into a number of chunks. We use sliding window
approach in chunking the file. Different from Basic
Sliding Windows algorithm, we develop more efficient
signature generation algorithm called incremental
modulo-K.
Fingerprint generator generates fingerprint for each
chunk. We can use any hashing function, e.g.
MD5(120bit), SHA-1(160bit) and SHA-256(256bit).
With larger size fingerprint, collision probability
decreases, but it requires more time to generate
fingerprint. Currently, we are using SHA-1 algorithm
for generating fingerprint.
Fingerprint manager manages fingerprints. Chunk
size ranges from 2Kbytes to 64Kbytes. For 30Tbytes
file system, total size of SHA-1 fingerprint can be a
few hundred Gbytes. Fingerprint manager is
responsible for “insert”, “delete” and “search”
fingerprints value. We can use simple index structure,
e.g. B+Tree, or DBMS to manage fingerprints.
Fingerprint manager of PRUN is designed to be
compatible with a number of commodity DBMS.
MySQL , BerkeleyDB, SQLite and B+Tree.
Fingerprint database reside both at the client and the
server.
In client, there exists Backup generator. Backup
generator work in two mode: local backup and remote
backup. In case of local backup, backup generator
create a backup file on local storage. In remote backup
mode, backup file generator transfers backup in
streaming fashion.
Backup parser resides in the backup server. It
performs a critical role of receiving incoming stream of
backup file, parsing it, and storing it at proper data
structure. Backup file consists of a number of different
type data: backup header, file header, chunk header,
chunk data and etc. Backup parser at the server
receives incoming byte stream, assembles them into
original data structure, and passes them to appropriate
management module.

3. De-d
duplication
3.1. Chu
unking : Parrtitioning a File
Processs of eliminaating redundaancy is also called
“De-dupllication”. Thee objective of de-duplication is to
reduce space
s
requirem
ment and tim
me requiremeent for
generatinng backup. D
De-duplicationn consists off three
componeents: (i)chunkiing, (ii)fingerpprint generatioon and
(iii)detecction of redunndancy. Chunkking is a proccess of
partition a file into a nnumber of chu
unks so that we
w can
examine if a chunk apppears multiplle times in a file or
across thhe file. Therre are two types
t
of chuunking
approachh: fixed sizee chunking and variablee size
chunkingg. In fixed siize chunking,, file is partiitioned
into fixeed size units, e.g. 8Kbytee block. Fixed size
chunkingg is conceptuaally simple an
nd is fast. How
wever,
fixed sizee chunking haas an importannt drawback. When
small am
mount of data is inserted innto a file or deleted
d
from a file, file chunkiing yields totaally different results
r
after inseertion(or delettion) even though most of the
t file
contents remain unchaanged.
If smaall data is inseerted at the beeginning of thhe file.
Since fixxed size chunnking partitionns a file intoo fixed
size bloccks, file chunnking generatees entirely diffferent
set of chhunks in thiss case. Variaable size chuunking
which is also known as content based
b
chunkinng has
been prooposed to effeectively addreess this probleem. In
variable size chunkking, chunkking boundary is
determined based upoon the conten
nt of a chunnk, not
upon the offset from
m the beginnning of thee file.
m of
Thereforee, after inserting new data into a file, most
the chunkks remain unaaffected.
We use
u
basic sliding
s
windoow algorithm
m for
chunkingg. Basic slidinng window algorithm
a
hass three
key ingrredients: windows size, signature
s
sizee, and
signaturee generation algorithm. In basic sliding
s
window protocol, it slides the window from
m the
beginningg of a file one
o
byte at a time. Wheen the
content in
i the window
w satisfies a certain consttraints,
chunk boundary is sset at the ennd of the wiindow.
Window size is tens off byte. In our experiment window
w
L
It is practically infeeasible
size is 488Bytes as in LBFS.
to perforrm 48 Bytes comparison for each wiindow.
Remind that
t
window is
i shifted one byte at a tim
me. For
comparisson efficiencyy, we generatte signature on
o the
window. If the signatuure satisfies prredefined bit pattern,
p
the endinng position off a window is set as the ennd of a
chunk. Otherwise,
O
winndow is shifteed by one byyte and
signaturee is generatedd again. Therre are a numbber of
algorithm
ms for generating signature for a given window.
w
Most of the existing works use Rabin’s fingeerprint
m. Rabin’s finggerprint algorrithm is widelyy used
algorithm

Figure 3. Basic
B
Sliding Window Algorithm
A

Figu
ure 4. Modulo-K algorith
hm
inn similarity search,
s
conteent fingerprinnting, peer-to-peer file systeem and etc. In this work
k, we developp
novel signatuure generationn algorithm,, incrementall
M
Modulo-K.
In this worrk, we devellop more noovel signaturee
generation allgorithm, inccremental Modulo-K
M
too
acccelerate the signature genneration algoriithm. 48Bytess
w
window
consiists of six oone-byte valu
ue. In Fig. 5,
S1S2…S6 and S7S8…S12 dennotes each off these bytes.
O
Original
48Byttes bit patternn W1 can be represented
r
ass
S1S2…S6 and W2(S7S8…S12) means 1bytee shifted from
m
W1.
We use shift operaation to minimize
m
thee
coomputational overhead. Appplying modu
ulo arithmeticc
foor every 40 byyte is not neceessary. We perform moduloo
arrithmetic in incremental fashion. Leet % be thee
opperator for modulo
m
arithmeetic. We can represent W1 %
K for a certainn key value K as in Eq. 1. To minimizee
k collision, it
key
i is very impoortant to use right
r
value forr
K Usually, priime number iss used. In thiss work we usee
K.
K 31-1.
K=2
W1 % K

= ( S1S2S3S4S5S6 ) % K
= ( 210 × S1 % K + 28 × S2 % K + 26 × S3 % K
+ 2 4 × S 4 % K + 2 2 × S5 % K + S 6 % K ) % K

(1)

After shiftinng a byte, moddulo arithmettic for new 488
byyte can be presented
p
as in Eq. 2 ussing the pre-coomputed valuue in Eq. 1.
W2 % K

= ( S7S8S9S10S11S12 ) % K
= ( b’
b %K+b%K)%K
= ( (aa’ × 28) % K + b % K ) % K
= (((K
K+ (W1%K) – a×24) × 28) % K + b%K)%
b
K

(2))

When the reesult of moduulo-K values are uniformlyy
distributed, thhe probabilityy that a giiven window
w
nds to 1/K.
saatisfies preddefined pattern correspon

Thereforee, to obtain aaverage 8Kby
yte chunk sizze, we
need 13 bit signature size. It turnss out that reaality is
a
chunk
k size
different from theoryy. To make average
8KBytes,, we needed 220bit signaturee.

3.2. Issu
ue in increm
mental Modu
ulo-K
Figure 6. Process of Backup Parser
P

Figure 5. Big-e
endian and Little-endian
L
n
Existin
ng processor has a two ty
ype of endian. Well
known prrocessor archiitectures that use
u the little-eendian
format in
nclude x86, 66502, Z80, and, largely, PD
DP-11,
Motorolaa processors as the 6800
0 and 68000
0 have
generally
y used big-end
dian.
Fig. 5 shows differrence of betw
ween big-endiaan and
dian. Modulo--K has a pro
oblem when using
little-end
little-end
dian processoors because basic
b
algorith
hm of
Modulo-K
K is based onn big-endian. Therefore, we
w use
‘htonll’ function thhat generallly uses neetwork
on to arrangee byte order from
fr
little-end
dian to
applicatio
big-endiaan. But usinng this funcction makes some
overhead
d.
We on
nly arrange ddata when firrst operation((Eq.1).
First opeeration is called less frequ
uently than second
s
operation
n(Eq.2) andd averagely,, this ratiio is
1:6000(average chunnk size is 8Kbytes). Though
T
K has some overhead when use little-eendian
Modulo-K
processorr, Modulo-K still simple and fast algo
orithm
than Rab
bin fingerprintt. If using Mo
odulo-K Algo
orithm,
it is possiible to chunk mass files at a much greateer pace
than Rab
bin fingerprintt. The differen
nce of an efficciency
of Rabin and Modulo-K
K is explained
d in Section 5.1.

4. Sharring chunkss
N maintains thhree key dataa structure: ‘H
Header
PRUN
File’, ‘Fingerprint Tabble’, ‘Chunk Files’.
F
Header file is bassically a backup file. Thee only
differencce between cllient generateed backup fille and
Header file
fi in the servver is the existtence of chunk
k data.
PRUN backup
b
serverr removes ch
hunk data fro
om the
backup file
f transmitteed by the client. Backup server

e 7. Layout of PRUN Se
erver
Figure
sttores chunk data
d
in separatte structure, which
w
is to bee
ex
xplained in deetail shortly. T
This Header File
F is later to
o
be used to reestore originall information
n. Server also
o
m
maintains
fing
gerprint tablee. Fingerprin
nt table is a
co
ollection of fingerprint
f
off the chunks stored at thee
seerver. The objjective of servver side fingeerprint table iss
sllightly differeent from thatt of client’s. Client sidee
fiingerprint tablle is primarily
y used to detecct redundancy
y,
an
nd therefore it
i contains onnly fingerprintts. Server sidee
fiingerprint tab
ble is used to restore the originall
innformation. It contains the fingerprint an
nd the location
n
of the respectiv
ve chunk data.
Location off chunk file is specified by <chunk
<
file id
d,
N maintains chhunk data in the
t chunk file.
offset>. PRUN
W
When
new chu
unk data arrivees, it is appended at the end
d
of the current chunk
c
file. W
When current chunk
c
file sizee
fined limit, it is closed and the
t new chunk
k
reeaches predefi
fiile is createed. Any sub
bsequent chu
unks will bee
ap
ppended at th
he new chunkk file. Currenttly, maximum
m
ch
hunk file size is 2Gbyte.
In the back
kup server, there exist parser which
h
asssembles the incoming sttream of back
kup data into
o
H
Header
file, Fingerprint table, and Chunk filee
co
omponent.
orward. Clientt
Restoring a backup is quuite straight fo
isssues a requeest for restorration. Serveer locates thee
reespective Heeader File. H
Header file contains thee
fiingerprint of the chunks. B
Backup serverr consults thee
fiingerprint tab
ble for locatioon of the resp
pective chunk
k
data, and restorres original baackup file, sub
bsequently.

5. Expeeriment
UN and perfo
form a
We deevelop protottype of PRU
number of experimen
nt. PRUN is developed ass userlevel ap
pplication onn Linux 2.6
2
platform.. We
implemen
nted PRUN on
o 2.66GHZ Intel
I
processo
or with
2GBytes of RAM with 320Gbytes SATA-2 Harrd-disk
drive(720
00 RAM, Sam
msung).

5.1. Oveerhead of Deetecting Red
dundancy
Detectting redundanncy consists of four steps: file
reading, chunking, Fingerprint generation and
fingerprin
nt table opeeration(search
h and insert)). We
examine the overhead
d of individuall step. In this work,
orithm
we deveelop efficient signature geeneration algo
called incremental
i
Modulo-K. We compare the
performaance of increemental Modu
ulo-K and Rabin’s
R
fingerprin
nt algorithm.. We use SHA-1
S
to geenerate
fingerprin
nt for each cchunk. We ex
xamine the tiime to
detect redundancy in different sizee files: 32, 64
4, 128,
256 and 512Mbytes.
5
Fig. 8 illustrates the result. Hash
h table time denotes
d
the time spent on finngerprint tablle operation. In all
p dominant frraction
experimeent, “chunk tiime” takes up
of time (70~80% of total elapsed time). Increm
mental
K algorithm iis approximately 40% fasteer than
Modulo-K
Rabin’s fingerprint algorithm. Via using novel
signaturee generation allgorithm, PRU
UN is able to reduce
r
the overaall latency sign
nificantly.

5.2. Thee Effectiveneess of Redu
undancy Cheeck
xamine the eff
ffectiveness off redundancy check
We ex
capability
y of PRUN
N. The ratio that Redun
ndancy
detection
n happens iss proportion to data storred at
Fingerpriint Table. In
I other wo
ords, the raate of
redundan
ncy check off the specifi
fic backup data
d
is
determined by only ch
hunk content that are back
ked up
previouslly. Therefore, in this expeeriment, the test is
proceedeed after involv
ving random redundancy data
d
to
each bacckup. Mass multimedia files are ussed as
subjects and backup hhas been perfo
ormed 10 timees. For
mulate files.
each dataaset, we accum
In Fig. 9, when baccking up firsttly, PRUN maakes a
little bigg
ger backup fille than Tar Arrchive. Tar in
ncludes
only 1 file
f
header eevery files in
n order to express
additionaal information
n but the capaacity of PRUN
N is a
little bigg
ger than Tar because
b
of a needed chunk header
h
for redun
ndancy check
k every chunk
ks. However,, from
the secon
nd backup, baackup file of PRUN
P
is smaaller as

Figure 8.
8 The perforrmance of Moodulo-K

F
Figure 9. Ba
ackup capac
city of multiimedia files

Figure 10. Capacity va
ariation in backing up
Liinux kernel source code
e
reedundancy daata occur. Att the last 10
0 backup, thee
caapacity of backup file makkes a great diifference. Thee
difference of th
he capacity ass Tar backs up
u redundancy
y
data continuou
usly but PRUN
N backs up only
o
new data.
T
This
tells thaat PRUN perrforms redun
ndancy check
k
normally. It is
i no wondeer that PRUN
N can check
k
reedundancy check though thhey are not maass files.
Fig. 10 is a graph
g
of capaacity variation that backs up
p
an
n updated each version off Linux Kern
nel 2.6 sourcee
co
ode. When backup is perfformed, searcching for only
y
variation part from the secoond backup. Therefore,
T
thee
caapacity can be
b lessened. These resultss suggest thatt
P
PRUN
is very
y efficient off backing up
p files by thee
version.

6 Conclusioon
6.
In this work
k, we have suuccessfully deeveloped statee
of art backup system, PRU
UN, for massiive scale dataa
sttorage. Modeern storage ssystem harbo
ors significantt

amount of data redundancy. Email attachments, copy
and paste of UCC contents, verbatim copy of blog data
are typical source of information redundancy. Same
contents appear multiple times in a file or across
different files. We focus our effort on eliminating
information
We develop efficient signature generating algorithm
and significantly improve file chunking overhead. Via
maintaining fingerprint table in both client and server
of backup, we reduce the network traffic.
PRUN is designed for scalability. It can use in-house
B+ tree based fingerprint table. Also, it can use a
number of commodity DBMS: SQLite, BerkeleyDB,
MySQL as its storage manager. Subject to the size of
information and user requirement, PRUN can flexibly
choose appropriate storage management scheme. We
perform various performance experiments. PRUN
improve the signature generation overhead by 60%
against Rabin's fingerprint algorithm. Via effectively
eliminating redundancy, PRUN are able to
significantly reduce the volume of backup.
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